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Accelerating success

Our answer?

Virtual Account Numbers (VANs), enable travel companies to reduce risk, get 
rebates back on supplier payments and lift the burden of manual reconciliation

Supplier 
payments 
with VANs

1465 7895 4907 8432

Fast SafeEasy

About eNett

Unique B2B 
payments business, 
growing by 64% in 
2016, generating 

$150m in revenue

800+ 
customers 

Today eNett VANs are 
available in over 70 

countries supporting 
32 currencies

70+

Number 1 in 
international virtual 

card travel 
payments

1countries

Step 3: Evaluate

Who o�ers seamless 
integration into travel 
systems and workflows?

Step 1: Ask 
Who is focused uniquely 
on travel payments?

Step 2: Research
Who can onboard my 
agency and deploy 
in days?

What payment model will best impact performance?

A new 
generation 
of B2B payments

One-click payments, contactless services and direct mobile billing 
have revolutionized payments in many B2C industries, but 
B2B payments in the travel sector are often still handled manually

Why the pain?

Secure payments
40% of the industry cite fraud and supplier default as their biggest concerns

Manual 
reconciliation
More complexity

Time consuming, 
ine�icient and costly

the estimated 
cost to the 
global travel 
industry is US 
$1.5 billion a year

$ 1.5bn

Cash 
payments
No automatic reconciliation

Business limitations, 
restricted growth, 
exposure to 
significant risk

Credit
cards
High risk

Exposure to fraud risks and 
higher cost through 
additional fees and charges
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B2B travel payments

As well as ‘payments’, Travelport can also accelerate your business success with ‘search’ and ‘automated operations’. 
See our other infographics to find out more.

of the top OTAs 
use eNett

8/10

Travel agent 
funds the 

Pay-in account

Supplier processes VAN 
the same way 
as a credit card

Makes a travel booking and 
requests a VAN for exact 
amount which is sent to 
supplier for payment

eNett sends the data back
to the travel booking system

for reconciliation

Driving travel performance

The power of the platform

Explore this infographic and see how our 
expertise can drive your business performance


